PEACH GOLD
TC-10/12(P) POLISHED PEACH GOLD
TC-10/12(S) SATIN PEACH GOLD
TC-10/12(S)GCC SATIN PEACH GOLD*

This gold alloy has a deeper appearance than 24K and has been
a steady favorite since we introduced this finish in 1993. it is a
beautiful accent to match interiors with more saturated colors
such as okra, saddle and terra-cotta.

ROSE GOLD
TC-10/15(P) POLISHED ROSE GOLD
TC-10/15(S) SATIN ROSE GOLD

The light red undertones of this finish set it apart from 24K gold
and make this finish truly unique. Rose gold compliments shades
of moss green, dusty blue and deep copper tones. Rose Gold
offers an elegant accent with mahogany wood.

CHROME
TC-25(P) POLISHED CHROME
TC-25(S) SATIN CHROME
TC-25(M) MATTE CHROME

Chrome is our most durable finish and has been known for its
depth of brightness and its bluish highlights. It goes well in
industrial-style interiors and complements cooler colors such as
soft shades of gray and blue.

TECHNO BRASS
TC-56(P) POLISHED TECHNO BRASS
TC-56(S) SATIN 24K TECHNO BRASS

Techno Brass sets the standard for a look-a-like brass that is
actually a gold alloy and is non-tarnishing. It has a brighter
appearance than 14K and offers a nice alternative to standard
gold finishes. Techno Brass is a great accent to medium and dark
wood tones as well as lighter color interiors.

NICKEL
TC-40(P) POLISHED NICKEL
TC-40(S) SATIN NICKEL
TC-40(S)GCC SATIN NICKEL*
TC-40(S)F13CC SATIN NICKEL*
TC-40(SK)F13CC SILK NICKEL*

*GCC = WITH GLOSSY CLEAR COAT
*F13CC = WITH FLAT 13 CLEAR COAT

Nickel continues to be one of the best selling finishes for aircraft
interiors worldwide. With hints of brown, it goes well with warm
grays, medium beiges and light wood. With a much softer tone
than chrome, it is considered a natural accent color, not only
decorative, but also utilitarian in its appearance.

ROSE NICKEL
TC-35(P) POLISHED ROSE NICKEL
TC-35(S) SATIN ROSE NICKEL
TC-35(S)F13CC SATIN ROSE NICKEL*

Techno Coatings introduced this finish to the market in 1988
when we added a hint of rose color to one of our most popular
finishes. It works well when used with interiors in deep smoke
colors such as mocha and aubergine.

SMOKE NICKEL
TC-45(P) POLISHED SMOKE NICKEL
TC-45(S) SATIN SMOKE NICKEL
TC-45(S)GCC SATIN SMOKE NICKEL*
TC-45(S)F13CC SATIN SMOKE NICKEL*

The rich black highlights in Smoke Nickel work nicely with deep
earth tone colors such as chocolate brown, caramel or taupe. It
can also be used with the warmer and darker grays. A slightly
heavier but elegant finish, Smoke Nickel offers a dramatic accent
to any interior.

PLATINUM
TC-07G(P) POLISHED PLATINUM
TC-07G(S) SATIN PLATINUM
TC-07G(S)GCC SATIN PLATINUM*

Platinum is the most exclusive of the precious metals and is
known for its warm color and durability. One of our most
versatile finishes; it is appropriate for a wide variety of interiors
and blends well with both cool or warm grays and earth tones.

ANTIQUES
TC-40(SA) SATIN ANTIQUE NICKEL
TC-40(SA)GCC SATIN ANTIQUE NICKEL*
TC-40(SA)F13CC SATIN ANTIQUE NICKEL*
TC-70(SA)G7CC SATIN ANTIQUE COPPER*
TC-70(SA)F18CC SATIN ANTIQUE COPPER*
TC-10/24(SA) SATIN ANTIQUE GOLD
TC-10/24(SA)GCC SATIN ANTIQUE GOLD*
TC-10/24(SA)F18CC SATIN ANTIQUE GOLD*

*GCC = WITH GLOSSY CLEAR COAT
*F13CC = WITH FLAT 13 CLEAR COAT
*G7CC = WITH GLOSSY 7 CLEAR COAT
*F18CC = WITH FLAT 18 CLEAR COAT

These finishes are designed to look aged, and their soft earth
tones make them very popular. Antiques are best used on
distinctive and traditional interiors that have a lot of pattern and
contrast in their color tone. They give an interior a traditional and
classic look.

